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TMT-DMFT 
theory

STM 
experiment 



MIT	Quantum	Cri/cality?

MetalInsulator

Fermi energyQCP

T

Can’t decide 
(quantum critical region)



Friend or Foe???
Sir Neville Mott: 

interaction

Mechanisms for Localization?

Egap 

Order parameters??

P. W. Anderson: 
disorder
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Experimental puzzles I: Mott limit and Mooij Correlation                                 

(                                                                               )

A15 compounds: Effect of disorder by ion radiation  
(Dynes et al., 1981)

“Mott limit” kFl ~ O(1)
Mooij (1973) correlation???

Good metal: phonons

Bad conductor: phonons+disorder???

Breakdown of Mathiessen’s rule:



Experimental puzzles II: STM in GaMnAs                                 



Not your ordinary Anderson transition: pseudogap                                

Anderson:  
smooth DOS

STM: Gap opening at MIT?

Gap?

STM Delocalization  
above and below  

Fermi energy



Strong interactions:  DMFT approach

Standard critical points: 

Spontaneous symmetry breaking 

Order parameter, Landau-Ginzburg 
  
Renromalization group, field theory 

Metal-Insulator Transitions: 

NO symmetry breaking! 

Order parameter??? 

Huge spatial fluctuations 

Many metastable states (“glass”)



Dynamical Mean-Field Theory

Exact for  “maximal frustration” 

Suppress all (inter-site) spin correlations! 

Local scattering processes 

“Kondo physics” forms Fermi liquid 

Gabi Kotliar

Paul Cezzane



Fermi

Dynamics:  
Golden Rule

Matrix element

Spectrum of the  “cavity”

Escape rate  
(disorder: Anderson 1958)

Heisenberg: 
p or x??

Dynamical Mean-Field Theory (DMFT)



DMFT theory 

Tc ~ 2%TF

around crossover line



Mott organics: universal high-T scaling 
K. Kanoda et al., Nature Physics (2015)

zν = 0.60 and c = 25.3 for κ-Cu2(CN)3

zν = 0.55 and c = 65.8 for κ-Cl

zν = 0.65 and c = 18.9 for EtMe3Sb-dmit

mirror  
symmetry!

“stretched exponential”

AFM
spin  

liquid
spin  

liquid



Formalism: Hubbard model with disorder

Replicated functional-integral formulation:
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Bethe Lattice - integral equation

Z=3

Integrate out z-1 branches:
z-1

Recursion relation 
(EXACT!!)

Functional of local fields only  
                (all powers)
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DMFT as the large z limit

To get finite result for                  rescale:

Expand in powers of 

Local effective action: Anderson impurity model 

“cavity field”

 Depends on local site energy 
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Cavity field: self-consistency

Note: W is diagonal in replicas (drop) 

self-averaged (many neighbors)

U=0 limit - “CPA” (no Anderson localization)

site-dependent
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Local (DMFT) perspective? 
Fluctuating cavity field

Bethe lattice 
simulation



= Â
n

d(w�wn)|yn(i)|2
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Can local spectrum recognize Anderson localization?

ri(w) =
1
p

Im
1

w� ei�Di(w)

Yazdani, STM experiments GaMnAs 
(close to localization)

�ImD

Bethe lattice simulation



rav =< ri >⇠ 1/W 2

rtyp = exp{< lnri >}⇠ (Wc�W )b

rtyp⌧ rav
18

Typical DOS as order parameter for Anderson localization

LOCAL order parameter

(remains finite)

Disorder W Wc

Bethe lattice simulation
rtyp = 0

rtyp > 0

P(r)

r



Di(w)
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Typical Medium Theory for Anderson localization

Idea: Localization: cavity function            fluctuates 

DMFT (CPA) replaces it by average value (wrong) 

TMT-DMFT: replace it by typical value (order parameter)

Self-consistency:
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TMT vs. exact 3D behavior

Excellent quantitative agreement with exact diagonalization in 3D 



distance to transition

Disorder-driven (increasing W)
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TMT-DMFT of Mott-Anderson transition

Only fraction of Zi vanish - two fluid behavior!

T=0 Slave-Boson solution

disorder  
screening
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TMT-DMFT of Mott-Anderson transition: 
finite T - coexistence region + QC behavior?

T = 0: Byczuk et al., PRL 94, 056404 (2005)T = 0.008: this work

H. Bragança, M. C. O. Aguiar, J. Vučičević, D. Tanasković, V.D. (PRB 2015)

(wrong!) 

Current exp. work: K. Kanoda disorder in Mott organics

disorder  
screening



Anderson Localization in Deformable Lattices

Early ideas: Anderson, Nature 1972

© 1972 Nature Publishing Group

Electron in bound state with impurities leads to polaronic self-trapping 
Creates a gap in disordered insulators; anti-screening! 

Metal-Insulator Transition?? (no theory before TMT)

noninteracting

E

position

W

with electron-phonon interaction 
E

position

W



TMT + Polaron DMFT: Anderson-Holstein Model                                

Epot=g2/ω0 He�ph = g
X

i

c†i ci(ai + a†i ) � = 2EP /D

tight-binding half bandwidth D half-filled band

H = Hel +Hph +He�ph +Hdis

Einstein phonons, frequency ω0

Clean limit: polaron transition at (unphysically) strong coupling ~ O(1) 



Anderson-Holstein Transition: Disorder-Induced Polarons                            

polaron transition

TMT

CPA

g=0

In clean systems polaron formation occurs only at very
strong coupling, uncharacteristic of typical metals. We find
that the situation is dramatically different in the presence of
sufficient disorder. Here, very pronounced disorder-
induced lattice deformations arise in the vicinity of the
MIT even in the most common cases of weak or moderate
electron-phonon coupling, dominating most observables. It
is precisely on such an experimentally relevant region that
we concentrate below.
Model and methods.—We study the following disordered

Holstein model:

H ¼ −t
X

hiji
c†i cj þ

X

i

ϵic
†
i ci − g

X

i

c†i ciXi þHph; ð1Þ

where c†i (ci) are creation (annihilation) operators for
electrons moving on a lattice of sites i with transfer integral
t. The site energies ϵi are randomly chosen from a uniform
distribution of width 2W, P0ðϵiÞ ¼ θðW2 − ϵ2i Þ=ð2WÞ. In
addition to the random potential, the electrons interact
locally with dispersionless phonons of frequency ω0 ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K=M

p
described by Hph¼

P
i½ðKX2

i Þ=ð2ÞþðP2
i Þ=ð2MÞ&.

The strength of the electron-phonon coupling is measured
by the dimensionless parameter λ ¼ g2=ð2KDÞ, with D the
half bandwidth. As our focus is on metals where electron
correlations do not play a major role, we ignore the spin
degree of freedom and consider a half-filled band with a
semicircular density of states (DOS).
In DMFT for spatially homogeneous systems, the lattice

problem Eq. (1) is mapped onto a single impurity which is
coupled to the rest of the system via a dynamical Weiss
field G−1

0 [4]. The latter is determined self-consistently by
spatially averaging the local Green’s functionG over all the
equivalent sites of the lattice. While this theory (which in
the noninteracting limit is known as the coherent potential
approximation, or CPA) can describe certain properties of
disordered electron systems on the average [24,25] it does
not account for the large and nonnormal fluctuations that
cause Anderson localization of the electronic carriers. To
this aim an alternative mean-field description can be
introduced that focuses on the most probable, or typical
quantities: the typical density of states (TDOS) is defined as
the geometric average of the local DOS over sites with
random energy ϵ as ρtypðωÞ ¼ exp ½

R
dϵP0ðϵÞ ln ρðω; ϵÞ&.

According to the Fermi golden rule, the escape rate from a
given site can be estimated as τ−1esc ≃ t2ρðω; ϵÞ [1]; the
typical escape rate is therefore proportional to the TDOS,
which represents the density of mobile states at a given
energy. The region in the band where ρtypðωÞ vanishes
identifies the mobility edge, and its value ρtypð0Þ at the
Fermi energy serves as an order parameter for the Anderson
transition [16].
Solving the full model Eq. (1) involves the calculation of

Σe-phðω; ϵÞ, the local electron-phonon self-energy in the

presence of site disorder. To this aim we first apply the
formulation of Refs. [22,23] where the phonons are
represented by a classical field that responds self-
consistently to the electrons. The advantage of this method,
which is valid in the adiabatic limit ω0=D → 0, is that the
lattice randomness and the deformations are treated on the
same footing, for any value of λ. The effects of phonon
quantum fluctuations for ω0 ≠ 0 are subsequently included
via a diagrammatic noncrossing approximation (NCA)
valid in the weak and moderate electron-phonon coupling
regimes [26–28].
Disorder-induced polaron transition and mobility

gap.—Figure 1(a) shows the phase diagram obtained from
the solution of the TMT-DMFTequations. In the absence of
electron-phonon interactions λ ¼ 0, the theory reduces to
that of Ref. [16]: a transition from a metal to an Anderson
insulator occurs at a critical disorder strength Wð0Þ

c ¼
e=2≃ 1.36, identified by ρtypð0Þ ¼ 0 (all states are local-
ized). Turning the electron-phonon coupling on stabilizes
the Anderson insulator, decreasing Wc: as anticipated, the
effect is opposite to that of repulsive Coulomb interactions
[29] that instead screen out the effects of disorder. As we
proceed to show, polaron states characteristic of the strong
coupling limit exist all the way down to λ → 0, reflecting
the positive interplay of disorder and electron-phonon
coupling [27,30].
To illustrate the evolution of the electronic properties

across the transition, we report in Figs. 2(a)–2(d) both the
average DOS and the TDOS, providing, respectively, the
spectrum of electronic states and their conductive character.
Both quantities, calculated here in the classical phonon
limit (Fig. 1 inset), are accessible experimentally through
local spectroscopic probes [31]. For strong electron-
phonon interactions and weak disorder [panels (a)–(b)], as
the electron-phonon coupling strength reaches the critical
value λc, a mobility gap opens at ω ¼ 0 indicating the

FIG. 1. Phase diagram.—Metal-insulator transition (MIT) at
T ¼ 0 calculated for quantum phonons in the adiabatic regime
(ω0 ¼ 0.05). The shaded area corresponds to the “bad insulator”
behavior seen in transport (see text). The dashed line is a sketch
of the expected behavior approaching the clean limit. The inset
shows the effect of increasing phonon quantum fluctuations.

PRL 118, 036602 (2017) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

20 JANUARY 2017

036602-2

d⇢

dT
< 0

e-ph coupling strength

di
so

rd
er

(localized polarons)

R
Mott limit

Qualitatively different critical behavior: mobility gap due to polarons



Mott limit and Mooij Correlation                                 

Mott 
limit

A15 - experiment (Dynes) TMT-DMFT theory
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FIG. 2: a) Fits of the TypDOS data for � = 0.05 to a linear form ⇢(T ) = ⇢0 + AT , in the intermediate temperature region
0.01 < T < 0.07; b) Fits � = 0.3, for 0.01 < T < 0.07; c) Fits � = 0.5, for 0.05 < T < 0.1; d) Mooij correlations. Note that
the resistivity unit is by definition of the order of the MIR value, ⇢MIR, which corresponds to the semi-classical resistivity
when by Im⌃ ⇠ D.7; e) same, compared to the experimental data of Tsuei. Physical units are D = 15000K, T0 = 300K and
⇢u = 50µ⌦cm; f) data of Dynes (D = 4400K, T0 = 300K and ⇢u = 130µ⌦cm) This way of replotting the data highlights the
linear nature of Mooij correlations.

0.5. Here the fluctuations due to W are much larger
than those due to the phonons (the amount of disorder
needed to reach the flat resistivity is larger, while the
variation with temperature is very small owing to the
weak lambda). The window of ⇢0 that needs to be de-
scribed upon varying W is very wide, and the fits do not
work well at the lowest values of W . The value of ⇢c0 itself
is slightly larger than for � = 0.3: it goes from ⇢c0 = 2.25
to ⇢c0 = 3.6 at � = 0.05 . Still, the coe�cient of the slope
in Fig. 2 at very large ⇢0, i.e. where the TCR is negative,
seems comparable to the one of moderate �.

Our TMT-DMFT results show that the resistivity obeys
linear Mooij correlations with the same slope from weak
to strong disorder. Therefore a weak disorder theory can
be used to evaluate the slope, which is done below.

D. Matthiessen vs inverse Matthiessen

Our results obviously recover the result that the usual
Matthiessen rule holds for weak electron-phonon cou-
pling and weak disorder, where the two scattering mech-
anisms are additive. This is best seen by plotting
⇢(T ) � ⇢W=0(T ), (not shown here). The di↵erence is
flat, as it should. Approximately flat regions can also
be identified at larger � but only at moderate W and
su�ciently high temperatures.

The inverse Matthiessen rule fails everywhere (also not
shown). The breakdown of Matthiessen rule therefore
does not imply that it should be replaced by its inverse.

FIG. 3: Verification of Matthiessen’s rule.

II. A TMT-DMFT APPROACH TO MOOIJ
CORRELATIONS

A. Analytical results in CPA-DMFT

1. DOS reduction and resistivity saturation

In a pioneering work, Millis and collaborators4 studied
the problem of resistivity saturation (i.e. the existence of
a large intercept, the small TCR and the non Matthiessen
behavior upon irradiation) based on the DMFT solution
of the disordered Holstein model in the limit of classi-
cal phonons. They explored three possible causes for
the non-standard metallic behavior: (1) phonon anhar-
monicity at high temperatures, (2) failure of 2nd order
perturbation theory for the calculation of the electron
self-energy (scattering rate) and (3) failure of Boltzmann
theory in relating the resistivity to the scattering rate.
The origin of resistivity saturation was identified as (2).
Here we pursue these arguments further and draw some
interesting analytical conclusions.
It can be shown that the relation

⌃(!) = s2G(!) (6)

with s2 = �DT proportional to hX2i is valid well
beyond perturbation theory11 (note that we set here
� = 2g2/!0). In the weak coupling limit, s ⌧ D,

⇢ = ⇢0 +AT

TMT-DMFT; λ=0.3

“Separatrix”= Mott Limit 
                         kFl ~ O(1)

MIT



TMT vs. STM: GaMnAs                                 



Not your ordinary Anderson transition: pseudogap                                

Anderson:  
smooth DOS

STM: Gap opening at MIT?

Efros-Shklovskii “Coulomb Gap” (long-range!)
€ 

P(˜ ε i)

€ 

˜ ε i
Modified disorder

Amini, Kravtsov, Mueller, New J. Phys. 16 (2014)



Coulomb glass from Extended DMFT

EDMFT + replicas = Parisi theory

W
ig

ne
r c

ry
st

al
Replica symmetry breaking 
Marginal stability (replicon mode) 
Self-organized criticality 

Universal Efros-Shklovskii gap 

r(e)⇠ e(d�a)/a (Also: Mueller and Pankov, PRB, 2006)



TMT vs. STM: Results                                 

Typical DOS: hard gap

Typical DOS: hard gap

Average DOS: ES pseudogap

STM

S. Mahmoudian, Shao Tang, V. D., (PRB 2015)



TMT vs. STM: GaMnAs                                 



Spatial Correlations: “Landau-Ginzburg” TMT

TMT theory

STM experiment
STM 

TMT



To	learn	more:

http://badmetals.magnet.fsu.edu 
     (just Google “Bad Metals”)

Book:   

Oxford University Press, June 2012 

Already listed on Amazon.com 

 ISBN 9780199592593

http://badmetals.magnet.fsu.edu/index.html

